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MOBILISING ACTIVE CITIZENS

IMPACTING LEARNERS AND COMMUNITIES

What if every citizen took responsibility for educating our children?
75
citizens contributing to
the #PfP500 campaign

R6,000,000 raised for new
partnerships

4,650 teachers
benefiting

YOUTH

BUSI NESS

IT PRACTITIONERS

BUILDING LEADERSHIP

EDUCATORS

H
SC

OO
L@

164
Community of Practice
sessions held (estimate)

155,972 learners
indirectly reached during
the year

LEADING CHANGE AT SCHOOLS

U
M
M
CENT
RE OF CO

INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENT
(fixing leaking roofs,
toilets etc.)

LITERACY and
NUMERACY
SUPPORT
PROGRAMMES

177
102

2014-2015

2015-2016

Our impact
Stories of possibility
PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops

VEGETABLE GARDENS
(to complement
feeding schemes)

Directors

139

50
0

57,815
families who are
strengthened (estimate)

ELDERS

200

100

ACCOUNTANTS

FAITH BA SED
COMMUNITIES

PARENTS

Partnerships launched
150

20
School Leadership
Forum sessions
held

HR PRACTITIONERS

CITIZENS

19
Learning
Process
Facilitators
involved

What we do

Our achievements

26,550
hours of professional
services rendered

7
provinces with active
leadership circles

Message from the CEO

Our Theory of Change

177
business leaders
recruited during
the year

120
businesses
we have been
talking to

50
Leadership
development
workshops
held

177
schools benefiting
(bringing the total to 573)

SCHOOL

NI
TY

144
private and
corporate sponsors

When a school fulfils its role, a whole community is uplifted

2016-2017
FACT SHEET

2016-2017

= 27% increase

TEAM BUILDING
EFFORTS
(School management
teams and teachers)

ICT IMPLEMENTATION
CAREER
(project management support) ADVICE
... and much more!

Our future
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MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO
Our audacious target at
Partners for Possibility (PfP)
is to reach 2,000 underresourced schools across South
Africa by 2025. In February, we
signaled the seriousness of our
intentions when we enrolled
school number 573 onto the
programme.

The expansion of the PfP programme - from one school
in 2010 to 573 schools six years later - is testament to
the impact that individuals, groups, and corporations
can have when they become fully aware of the serious
challenges facing South Africa’s basic education sector,
decide to act rather than lose hope, and then join fellow
active citizens in a targeted and effective programme of
action.
Over the past year, PfP has received a wealth of positive
feedback and recognition for our contribution to
improving basic education by focusing on leadership
development of school principals. Our model for
effecting complex social change was studied by
academics and our organisation and the hard work
of our team won the admiration of fellow social
entrepreneurs. Our model of leadership development
was also adopted by several corporates as part of their
formal leadership development curriculum.
What has really brought hope - and inspired me to
continue our work and extend our reach - is the affirming
feedback we continue to receive from participating
school principals and from some of the approximately
18,000 teachers and 475,000 learners who have felt the
positive impact of PfP during the past six years.

Contents
2016-2017 Fact sheet

MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO
What we do
Both internal and external stakeholders have validated
PfP as one of the most effective mechanisms for
developing the leadership capacity of school principals
and business leaders, while also addressing some of the
socio-economic challenges faced by under-resourced
schools, to help improve the quality of South Africa’s
basic education.

I truly believe that PfP is on track to
meet its 2025 target and that the
programme will transform the lives
of many more school children along
the way.
I hope that many more active citizens will become
intrigued by our success and the recognition we have
received and will consider replicating the PfP model
in other sectors, such as healthcare and municipal
management, and in doing so, will demonstrate the
true power of active citizenship and cross-sector
collaboration.
Dr Louise van Rhyn
CEO – Partners for Possibility

Our Theory of Change
Our achievements
Our impact
Stories of possibility
PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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WHAT
WE DO
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WHAT WE DO

WHAT IS PfP?

WHY IS IT NEEDED?

HAS IT WORKED?

Our Theory of Change

Partners for Possibility (PfP) is a nation building
programme that partners school principals and business
leaders on a leadership journey to create a better future
for all our children in South Africa.

The South African education system is in crisis, with
20,000 schools (about 80% of government schools)
deemed to be failing. Most school principals are not
equipped with the skills to lead complex social change.
While tackling this challenge is a mammoth task, it is
not an insurmountable one if the private sector offers
its expertise and support. Without strong leadership
schools cannot provide the quality of education that
gives young South African’s the prospect of a bright
future as productive members of society and as the
future workforce of the country.

And how! To date hundreds of school principals
and business leaders have joined PfP. Because the
programme builds leadership capacity while addressing
specific challenges in each school, the benefits of PfP
are both tangible and sustainable. Outcomes achieved
in PfP schools include: improved education outcomes,
more support to teachers, improved punctuality among
teachers and learners, increased levels of co-operation
and innovation within teaching teams, and greater
involvement by parents in their children’s education.

Our achievements

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The PfP programme is a carefully designed, 12-month
leadership development programme in which much of
the learning and development takes place while business
leaders and school principals work together to address
challenges in schools. Both leaders attend a number of
leadership training courses and participate in facilitated
sessions with other principals and business leaders.
Through this leadership development principals are
empowered to embed their schools at the centre of their
communities and to improve the quality of education
being offered to our youth.

Support for PfP is a direct
investment in meaningful and lasting
structural change which creates
school environments that are more
conducive to high-quality teaching
and learning.

Our impact
Stories of possibility
PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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WHAT DOES PfP NEED?
We need three things:

1. Funding to ensure organisational sustainability
and enable scale-up so that PfP can grow at an
increasingly rapid rate and multiply its impact.
2. Sponsorship of programme participants predominantly for principals, but in some
instances for business leaders who do not have
the backing of a large corporate.
3. Many more corporates and individual business
leaders who are prepared to commit to the
programme and contribute to sustainable
improvements in South Africa’s education
system.

Contents
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WHAT WE DO
Our Theory of Change
Our achievements
Our impact
Stories of possibility

HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
Read more about PfP, its impact to date, and the need
for more business leaders to become involved by:
•

Visiting www.PfP4SA.org

•

E-mailing us directly on PfP@Symphonia.net

•

Following us on Twitter (@PfP4SA) or on Facebook
(Partners for Possibility)

•

Joining the #PfP500 community and donating R200
monthly in support of quality education for all
South African children.

PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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OUR
THEORY
OF CHANGE
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Quality
education for all
children in South
Africa by 2025

SCHOOL AT THE
CENTRE OF COMMUNITY

Message from the CEO
What we do

3-5 years

Impact: Improved Educational Outcomes
Fewer students dropping out before writing
National Senior Certificate (NSC) exams

More students reaching curriculum
numeracy and literacy milestones

Students performing better in Annual
National Standardised Tests (ANAs)

Increasing proportion of students
who pass NSC exams

Students possess critical thinking,
problem solving and digital literacy skills

OUR THEORY OF
CHANGE
Our achievements

2 years

Medium Term Outcomes

School Management Team Aligned and Cohesive
SMT effectively plans, co-ordinates
and delegates

Teachers - Energised and Motivated
Express enthusiasm for
teaching and learning

Parents & Community - Engaged
More teachers undertaking
regular professional
development activities

Less absenteeism, more
curriculum coverage

More parents attend school
meetings

Community supporting
school initiatives

Our impact
Stories of possibility

1 year

PfP’s financial report

Short Term Outcomes: School Principal - Confident and Competent
Collaborates widely with school
stakeholders

Actively engages staff in
decision making

Recognises and celebrates
achievements

Proactively communicates
school vision

Actively promotes teachers’
development

Proactively engages with school
stakeholders

Outputs
Techniques to enhance one’s own
and other’s thinking

Ability to develop generative
relationships

Skills for dealing with challenging
people and situations

School Leadership Forum

Skills and tools for mobilising
stakeholders

Skills for dealing with ambiguity
and complexity

Understanding by business leaders
of the challenges faced by underresourced schools and communities

PfP Programme Activities
Time to Think Workshop

Flawless Consulting Workshop

Learning from PfP Partner

PfP Operational Staff

Monitoring & Evaluation Staff

Community Building Workshop

Portfolio of Evidence

Learning Process Facilitators

Our PfP supporters

Communities of Practice
Self Reflections

Programme Funding

Leadership Coaching
Partnership Plans

Education and Leadership
Research

The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future

Materials (Books, DVDs)
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OUR
ACHIEVEMENTS
“I warmly commend
Symphonia for South Africa
for bringing together citizens
committed to building our
country through education –
such as in the PfP programme.
God bless you!”
Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Our greatest achievement this year has been to extend
our reach to more under-resourced schools in South
Africa, while still maintaining the same quality of support
to the schools which form part of our community. During
this financial year 177 partnerships were launched; an
increase of 41% on the previous year. The number of
PfP partnerships established since the launch of the
programme is now well beyond the 500-mark and we
are proud to be one of very few programmes in South
Africa that have effected large-scale change on the
education landscape.
Not only have we launched many more partnerships
in six provinces across the country, but our course
facilitators, coaches, and business leaders on the ground
have all worked hand-in-hand to make sure that we have
honoured our commitment to making a real difference
in the schools that join PfP. Over 1,000 coaching
sessions and 164 Community of Practice sessions were
held nationally during the year, together with many
other activities, to ensure that school principals were
supported, able to learn from one another, and to lead
their schools on individual trajectories of change.

Contents
2016-2017 Fact sheet
Message from the CEO
What we do
While we are most proud of the achievements of the
principals and business leaders who have worked
together in 573 under-resourced schools, we have
been very pleased to receive external validation from
organisations and industry bodies that recognise
the strength of our model and the hard work of our
community.
PfP has been showcased several times during the past
year in international and local forums of excellence. One
of our proudest moments was being featured in the
September 2016 edition of The Annual Review of Social
Partnerships, an international peer-reviewed journal, as
a case study of an innovative cross-sectoral partnership
model.
Other key achievements and acknowledgements for PfP
during the year under review include:
•

In May 2016 the World Innovation Summit for
Education (WISE) selected PfP as one of the top 15
international education projects in recognition of
our innovative approach to overcoming real-world
obstacles to education.

Our Theory of Change

OUR
ACHIEVEMENTS
Our impact
Stories of possibility
PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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•

In May 2016 the Globally Responsible Leadership
Journal featured PfP as an example of an innovative
leadership development process, and highlighted
our work again in August 2016.

•

In August 2016 the Appreciative Inquiry Practitioner
featured PfP as an innovative leadership
development programme.

•

In September 2016 the International Partnership
Network (IPN) recognised PfP, with an IPN Global
Best Award, as one of the most innovative
education projects on the African continent.

•

In the 2016 Eduweek Awards PfP was chosen as a
finalist for NGO of the Year.

•

PfP was chosen as runner-up for the Youth
Development Award in the Mail & Guardian’s
Drivers of Change Awards.

‘In our effort to improve education outcomes, we are
proud to have achieved the following during the 2016 –
2017 year:

•

PfP was the only African award recipient of
the Leadership Excellence and Development
(LEAD) Awards 2017, being recognised in the
Top Leadership Partner category as one of the
most advanced and transformational leadership
development programmes in the world.

•

These remarkable acknowledgements
arise directly from our contribution
to improving the quality of basic
education in South Africa.

•

•

Provided world-class leadership training, together
with hands-on support, to 177 school principals who
joined PfP in this financial year and ongoing support to
hundreds of other schools across the country whose
principals joined PfP in previous financial years.
Launched the School Leadership Forum in
Johannesburg to provide school leaders in that area,
as well as Cape Town, with exposure to experts in
various aspects of education and the opportunity to
collaborate with their peers.
Completed a full external evaluation, gaining sharp
insight into PfP’s impact, and the precise ways
in which the programme is generating benefits
for schools and communities and contributing to
improved education outcomes.
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OUR
IMPACT
“Business must be commended
for its involvement in PfP and
I encourage many others to
become involved in the future.”
Advocate Thuli Madonsela
Former Public Protector

Contents
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What we do
During the last six years, 573 Partnerships for Possibility
have been launched in under-resourced schools across
South Africa. More than 270 organisations have taken
up the challenge to partner with schools and this has
impacted over 475,000 learners, 18,000 teachers and
299,500 parents.

All of these research projects validated the PfP Theory of
Change which indicates that strengthening the leadership
capacity of school principals can raise the motivation and
energy of teachers, improve the functioning of School
Management Teams, increase parental involvement, and
ultimately improve education outcomes.

Our Theory of Change

The momentum continues to grow and Symphonia for
South Africa (SSA) is steadily moving towards its goal of
establishing 2,000 partnerships by 2025.

In addition, a large-scale survey by global Human
Resource specialists HR.com, conducted in November
2016, revealed extremely high levels of satisfaction by
PfP principals and their business partners. The HR.com
findings were so positive that Partners for Possibility was
recognised globally as a Top Leadership Partner. PfP is an
innovative, scalable and replicable model that has been
shown to be effective for developing leadership capacity.

Stories of possibility

During 2016-2017 PfP’s effectiveness and positive
impact was verified by a number of independent
evaluations and research projects, including:
•

A comprehensive external evaluation by Dr Andrew
Hartnack (See box)

•

An external evaluation of 66 Gauteng partnerships
by Quest Research Services (commissioned by
the Matthew Goniwe School of Leadership and
Governance)

•

A study by University of Stellenbosch researcher
Jakobus Conradie.

Our achievements

OUR IMPACT

PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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IMPACT EVALUATION BY DR ANDREW HARTNACK:
A ROBUST VALIDATION OF THE PfP THEORY OF CHANGE

Contents
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In 2015, we received a grant from the DG Murray
Trust to conduct an independent evaluation of the PfP
programme. The study was carried out by Dr Andrew
Hartnack of the Sustainable Livelihoods Foundation and
his report was released in June 2016.
Dr Hartnack and his team conducted a detailed
investigation of 20 PfP partnerships which represent
a full range of both older and newer partnerships
in schools from a variety of locations and different
demographic profiles, histories, and dynamics. Over
120 people, including principals, members of School
Management Teams (SMTs) and School Governing
Bodies(SGBs), senior and junior teachers, learners, and
parents were interviewed.
The overall finding of the independent evaluation
was that the PfP programme is having a profoundly
positive impact in participating schools.
Every one of the 20 principals interviewed stated
unequivocally that the programme was relevant,
stimulating and beneficial for them and their schools.
Principals reported having become better listeners,
more proactive and skilled in their contracting with
teachers and community members, more open to
new ideas, more democratic, more relaxed and willing
to delegate, less threatened, more nurturing, better
organised and more confident.

“The way it’s designed, it ignites creativity into
individuals. You start to become confident, trusting
and so on. If you are not in PfP, you start to fear the
District, fear colleagues and other Principals. But PfP
makes people to open up and share ideas and become
freer. I have personally recommended it to ten other
Principals.” - Noko Leso, Principal of Bramley Primary
School, Johannesburg.
The evaluation also found “a very encouraging
improvement in the leadership and coherence of SMTs”
because of lessons shared by principals and changes
in principal’s leadership style. Another important
finding was improved morale among teachers, many
of whom were “now feeling a sense of ownership and
empowerment over the important issues at the school”
because principals had been proactively involving them
in decision-making.
Dr Hartnack reported that there had been an increase
in parental and community involvement in the schools
because of more proactive engagement with them by
principals. He found that “new and imaginative ways
of getting parents to attend important meetings had
worked”.
Many of the 20 schools had experienced infrastructural
and/or other material benefits as a result of PfP
involvement, with nine of them experiencing material
benefits that were “very important to the school”.

Dr Hartnack felt that it is too early in the life cycle of the
programme for accurate judgements about educational
outcomes to be made. However, he noted that in most
of the 20 schools there had been positive changes in the
performance of teachers and learners, while 30% of the
schools had reported actual improvements in school
results as a direct outcome of participation in PfP.
The study found that business partners had also
experienced leadership growth through their
participation in the PfP programme which “has the
potential to develop a more conscious, motivated and
confident business leader who can give back to society
more effectively”. Nick Wells, business partner at
Zonnebloem Boys Primary School testified that he had
grown through the process: “The partnership challenged
me too and built my confidence and leadership skills.
And my eyes were opened to the challenges faced by
schools”.

The study concluded that PfP
is a perfect example of a frugal
innovation that is making a significant
and sustainable change in the lives of
children in under-resourced schools.
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STORIES
OF POSSIBILITY
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Mary Kihn School for Deaf and Hearing Impaired Learners

Observatory, Cape Town

Mary Kihn School is no ordinary school by any means.
It is a special school for children from Grade R to Grade
8 who are deaf or hearing-impaired. The learners come
from all corners of the Cape Peninsula, making the
school a richly diverse and multi-cultural community.
From the first day that Whita Tunyiswa, from
Woolworths Financial Services, got involved as a
business partner, she became acutely aware of her own
“disability” as she was unable to communicate with the
children and some of the staff. So that she would feel
a greater sense of belonging within this unique school
community, Whita decided to learn Sign Language,
but soon discovered that this also enabled her to
communicate with a number of work colleagues who
have hearing impairments.

Some of the outcomes of PfP for Mary Kihn include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

An improvement in teamwork between Jillian and her
senior management team
A shift in the school ethos where “appreciation days”
and “staff awards” make the teachers feel valued
The experience of being listened to has encouraged
teachers to take ownership of the school
More proactive management of school planning
processes
A strengthening of Jillian’s negotiation skills, which
have been useful in her relationships with relevant
authorities
A broader outreach to parents and the community,
with weekly programmes for parents, teachers, and
organisations involved with the deaf

•

A more committed SGB which has organised a
number of action days including a Sports Day
and Family Fun Market Day with the involvement
of neighbours, businesses and community
organisations, and other schools for hearing
impaired learners.

STORIES OF
POSSIBILITY
PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future

Jillian Wilmot, Principal of Mary Kihn School and business
partner Whita Tunyiswa
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STORIES
OF POSSIBILITY
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Kholwani Primary School
Jabulani, Johannesburg

“Regent Lighting Solutions has supported our school
with many infrastructure projects, especially around
lighting in the classrooms as well as new ICT facilities
for Grade 4. However, the most significant impact of
my participation in the PfP programme for our school is
that the programme has created a family for us through
our business partner. We are now able to share ideas
through management and leadership skills. My business
partner continues to assist us in managing our school as
a business organisation and we are trying to turn it into a
huge success.
The whole Kholwani team has felt the impact: our
meetings are more interesting and lively now as
everybody is treated as an equal thinker. It has
contributed much in shaping my creativity and leading

STORIES OF
POSSIBILITY

my team beyond the walls of basic education. Teacher’s
morale is very high, workshops such as interrelations,
communication, how to appreciate one another, time
management and project management have changed
their behaviour and attitude. This has led to great
improvement in the children’s performance.

PfP’s financial report

We have also developed a website which serves as
a communication tool with the outside community
and have held community building workshops with
parents. After these, the parents and the community, as
important stakeholders, have volunteered their services
to assist our school to be developed better.
We have witnessed people offering assistance in a way
that has never happened before” says Principal
Busisiwe Mbuyisa.

The PfP Community
Building workshops

Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum

Directors
Our future
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STORIES
OF POSSIBILITY
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Ditheku Primary School

STORIES OF
POSSIBILITY

Marapong, Lephalale, Limpopo

Phuti Mphelo, Financial Director of Incontrol Health
Solutions, joined PfP in August 2015 and was partnered
with Dumazi Moabi, Principal of Ditheku Primary. At
that point, Dumazi was feeling overwhelmed by the
challenges she had to deal with at her school. In povertystricken Marapong many children are either orphaned or
have parents who play no active role in their education.
With a staff of 22 for 1,289 learners, classrooms are
overcrowded and staff regularly need to deal with the
impact of bullying and substance abuse.
However, after participating in the PfP programme,
Dumazi now feels more confident in communicating with
her staff. “I apply the listening skills I have been taught
on a daily basis and also teach them to my educators”,
commented Dumazi.

The result of this has been felt in many ways:
•

Lateness by staff is no longer a problem

•

As a result of feeling more trusted, teachers are
now more proactive in enforcing discipline among
learners

•

The SGB is now fully supportive of the school

•

The school has new procedures in place to engage
with partners outside the school to deal more
effectively with substance abuse by learners

•

The Education Department has allocated 10 new
teaching posts which has significantly reduced class
sizes and created better conditions for teaching and
learning;

•

The school has entered and won many competitions
and has reinvested prize money into improving
school facilities, in particular the school science lab.

PfP’s financial report
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future

Principal Dumazi Moabi and Business partner Phuti Mphelo
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STORIES
OF POSSIBILITY
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Nyavana Primary School

STORIES OF
POSSIBILITY

Letsitele, Limpopo

Jan-Louis Pretorius is a director at Groep 91 Uitvoer, an
agricultural company in rural Limpopo. Juliet Shibulana is
the Principal of Nyavana Primary School, a Quintile 1 (no
fee) school based in Xihoko Village, north of Letsitele.
“At the beginning it was a bit strange. It was the first time
in my life that I had a white partner. According to me
before, the whites had their own world and I have my own
world. But we did overcome this. Now I regard him as my
brother”, commented Juliet, emphasising the enormous
potential of PfP to build bridges across social divides.
While Juliet’s initial expectation was that her business
partner was going to bring financial resources, she
soon realized that the skills she was gaining were more
valuable than money, remarking that “nobody will take it

away from me”. Juliet’s hunger for learning was such that
every PfP Community of Practice session became an
opportunity to learn. “I learnt that a problem shared is a
problem solved. Whenever I have a hiccup now, I pick up
the phone, but I no longer bother the Department; I call
the other principals and for each type of problem I know
which principal is going to be able to help me.”

a difference in the lives of those children, and stepping
on a path that changes the future of our country. In
fact, it was not only Juliet, but the other principals in
their own special ways. That inspiration put my own
privilege and responsibility into perspective and gave me
a purpose”.

Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops

The programme has also been very beneficial in
achieving cohesion and igniting passion among the
members of the SMT and the SGB. “Every participant in
the school has grown”, affirms Juliet.
Jan-Louis reflects that: “In many ways she [Juliet] gave
me hope and respect for the incredible work that
principals do, the genuine desire that she has for making

PfP’s financial report

Directors
Our future
Juliet Shilubana, Principal of Nyavana Primary School with business
partner Jan-Louis Pretorius
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PfP
FINANCIAL
REPORT
“PfP are focused on
transforming our world. They
have correctly recognized
that we cannot transcend our
racialised past and resolve
the historical disparities that
we have inherited without us
learning to partner one other…
Well done, PfP, for breaking
ground and benefitting
future generations of South
Africans.”
Professor Adam Habib
Vice-Chancellor, University of Witwatersrand
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THE FUNDING CHALLENGE
AND THE PfP RESPONSE

Our Theory of Change
Our achievements
Our impact
Stories of possibility

In a globally repressed not-for-profit funding climate
resource mobilisation was a challenge for PfP during
the 2016-2017 financial year. While SSA’s drive for
growth and increased impact during this period added
to the challenge, some significant new milestones were
nevertheless reached.
Our sustainability strategy during this period was to
identify new funding channels and to pursue prospective
donors and supporters who strongly identify with
education and its complexity in South Africa. We focused
on identifying potential partners who have a long-term
view for transforming South Africa’s education system.
We implemented cost-effective methods for attracting
corporate support for PfP and continued to drive our
“500 Citizens Campaign” to mobilise 500 individual
supporters to each contribute R200 per month.

We focused on ensuring that the budget for SSA and
the PfP programme is fully aligned with a “budgeting
for sustainability” model in which every organisational
project pays its own way.
Importantly, SSA has established a trust that will be
administered by a group of founding trustees. This will
ultimately become the vehicle of long-term financial
sustainability and allow the SSA team to focus on the
work of transforming schools.
In-kind donation has been identified as a key income
stream and potential source of resources for budgeted
operational line items. Our initial efforts in this regard
have yielded some success.

PfP’S FINANCIAL
REPORT
Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
Our future
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We have made significant progress in aligning with the
new B-BBEE codes for the benefit of SSA’s corporate
partners. We shared information on how points can
be obtained throughout the PfP community and with
our potential investment partners. We are now actively
promoting SSA as a Level 1 BEE Contributor.
New grant funding and partnership opportunities are
emerging through relationships with players in the
renewable energy sector and we are optimistic that
some of these opportunities will come to fruition early in
the next financial year.
Sustainability is not only a financial issue, but also a
broader organisational one that identifies and manages
non-financial organisational risk such as leadership
burn-out, insufficient planning for succession, and
other transitions. To support the overall sustainability
of the organisation we are working to mitigate such
risks while also ensuring that SSA is not overly reliant
on specific individuals, for example by institutionalising
data management practice and effectively managing our
knowledge resources.

We would like to express our
heartfelt appreciation to all of our
2016-17 financial partners.
Together, our sponsors have impacted the lives
of hundreds of principals and business leaders
and thousands of teachers, learners, families, and
communities in a manner and on a scale that no other
programme in support of basic education in South Africa
has been able to achieve.
Special thanks go to the Nedbank Group and the Old
Mutual Foundation for their willingness to provide
sustainability funding to the organisation.
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BALANCE SHEET

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
2017
R

2016
R

2017
R

ASSETS

REVENUE GENERATED

Non-Current Assets (property, plant &
equipment)

•

Circle Event Revenue

•

Partners for Possibility

•

72 086

43 438

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

TOTAL ASSETS

25 634

25 634

2 617 788

1 175 305

45 729

666 377

2 689 151

1 867 316

2 761 237

1 910 754

80 000

13 679 696

8 641 193

Community Building workshops

18 717

66 800

•

PfP Book sales

62 400

31 918

•

Community of Learning Principals

532 000

175 600

•

Donations received

1 328 027

1 814 331

15 629 340

10 809 842

TOTAL INCOME

Retained income

291 866

234 852

375 832

Investment revenue

5 274

4 091

Operating expenses

(15 839 001)

(11 048 236)

57 203

141 529

(189)

(185)

57 014

141 344

LIABILITIES
Non-Current Liabilities

1 172 905

1 282 905

Current Liabilities

1 296 466

392 997

Total Liabilities

2 469 371

1 675 902

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

2 761 237

1 910 754

Finance costs

PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR
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261 590

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
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OUR
SUPPORTERS
“Organisations have a critical
role to play in addressing the
social ills created by years of
institutionalised discrimination
and I applaud PfP for bringing
together business, civil society
and government in a powerful
programme that works at the
heart of society – in schools
and school leadership.”
Prof Mervyn King
Chairman of the IIRC and of the King Committee on
Governance
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A huge thank you to our PfP500 contributors for your generous donation to our crowd funder. We could not do our
work without the support of active citizens such as yourself. We are inspired by people who are willing to contribute
to the future of South Africa and our beautiful children.

Our Theory of Change

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our impact

•
•

ABAGOLD
Alice Kramer
APECO (PTY) LTD
Assim Acopoulos
Bob Head
Bongani Zwane
Busisiwe Dumas
Carin Wiese
Carl Muller
Celeste Bennett
Chris Welham
Corruseal Group
Debbie Haswell
Ernest Moore
Fareed Khan
Gabrielle Ritchie
Gail and Gordon
McMillan
Graeme de Villiers
Greg Groenmeyer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ian James Gray
Ilna Stroh
Inga Bothner
Irene Juhnke
iTakane ICT
Jackie Firmani
Jansie Rautenbach
Juhnke family
Julia Dyssell
Kelsley Sharpley
Kerry Jones
Khanyi Dhlomo
Laura Bergh
Lauren Coombe
Lauren Peta Coombe
Learning Lab Apps
Leo Kok
Lizelle vd Merwe
Lorraine Dias
Louise Brits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Louise van Rhyn
Madgel du Preez
Mandy Collins
Mary Matsapa
MBP Mokoena
Melanie Burke
Melissa van Zyl
Mignon Keyser
Mike Stopforth
Muller-Steyn
Neil Brown
Nelleke Meintjies
Neville Nightingale
Nicky Bush
Patrizia Scott
Paul de Gernier
Paul Marketos
Peter Venn
Pierre Rossouw

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quest Support
Services
Richard Muller
Rosemary A Mossop
Rosie Chirongoma
Roy Hockey
Rudy Kriel
Salome van Coller
Sekgwari Cons
Shamala Moodley
Shane Hunter
Sharon van Schalkwyk
Stephen Goddard
Susan Atkinson
Tanya King
Tanya Mathwasa
Theo Meintjies
Thomas Muller
Vanessa Singh
Wendy Luhabe
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It is impossible to thank everyone individually, but we are privileged to have the support of a network of incredible people and organisations who fund our work.
The following individuals and organisations supported PfP in the 2016/2017 financial year.
Contents
• Absa Bank Ltd

• Europ Assistance Worldwide
Services (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

• Johan C Badenhorst

• Advantage Management
Consultancy

• Exxaro

• Karsten Boerdery Edms Bpk

• Argility (Pty) Ltd

• Famous Brands Management
Company

• Acctech Systems

• Avi Community Investment Trust
• Ben Jowett
• Bestmed Medical Aid
• BMS Beleggings (Pty) Ltd
• Brencliff Investments Cc
• Brunswick

• Exxaro Chairman's Fund

• FNB
• FNB Volunteer Foundation
• Foord Asset Manangement (Pty)
Ltd
• Foreign and Commonwealth
Office

• Jonathan Whittaker
• Khumo Sheunyane
• Knysna Rotary Club
• KPMG
• Lachlan Harris
• Leisure Hotels
• Liberty Group Ltd
• Liberty Life
• Life Green Group

• Old Mutual Alternative
Investment Proprietary Limited

• Simbithi Eco Estate

• Old Mutual Foundation

• Stephan G0ddard

• Olwazini Consulting Services
(Pty) Ltd
• Opti- Num Solutions
• P J Dickens
• Pascale van Maris

• Principa Decisions (Pty) Ltd

• FS Systems (Pty) Ltd

• Magali von Blottnitz

• Cennergi (Pty) Ltd

• Gown About Town

• Makoro Holding Company (Pty)
Limited

• Charmaine Du Plessis

• Graham & Joan Cross

• Manganese Metal Company

• Cheryl Mulder

• Grant Thorton Johannesburg

• Mapula Trust

• Chris Du Toit

• Groep 91 Uitvoer (Pty) Ltd

• Citadel Investment Services

• Gvis Systems

• Marathon Management
Consulting (Pty) Ltd

• Remgro

• Cora Foundation Trust

• Helderberg Technology Holdings

• Massdiscounters

• Royaltea Software Solutions

• Coronation Asset Management

• Hilton Barnett & Associates CC

• Corruseal Group (Pty) Ltd

• Matthew Goniwe School of
Leadership and Governance

• Ruth Powell

• Hollard Insurance

• SA Taxi Development Finance

• Covenant Logistics

• Hollard Life

• Mercantile Bank

• SABS

• Cquential Solutions (Pty) Ltd

• Sage South Africa (Pty) Ltd

• Craig Coombe

• Humulani Marketing T/A Invicta
South Africa Holdings

• Michael Darby

• CSIR

• Inmarsat Solutions SA Pty Ltd

• Distil Consulting

• Institute For Justice and
Reconciliation

• Eurafruit Local (Pty) Ltd

• Sun International

• TC Design Group (Pty) Ltd

• Geoff Snelgar

• EOH Mthombo

• Student Village

• Paul Zille
• Pholosho Secondary School Trust
• PSG Private Equity

• The Dordet Charitable Trust
• The FirstRand Volunteers
Programme

• Ranyaka Community Investment
Managers

• The Foschini Group Foundation

• Rawson Developers

• The Saje Foundation

• RCL Foods Ltd

• The Link Trust
• The Spar Group Pty Ltd
• Thebe Stockbroking
• Tjaart Esterhuyse
• Tongaat Hulett Ltd
• Trees4schools
• Unitemp CC
• University of the Witwatersrand

• MMI Holdings

• Samali Bosa

• Mrs Helen L Wiggill

• Sandy Mattison

• Multotec (Pty) Ltd

• Sanlam Foundation

• Natglass Distributors (Pty) Ltd

• Sanlam Life Insurance Ltd

• International Facilities Services

• Nedbank Foundation Funding

• Sanlam Limited

• IQ Business

• Nedbank Ltd

• SANNE

• J And K Van Zyl

• Nimble Group (Pty) Ltd

• Sappi Southern Africa Limited

• Windlab Developments South
Africa (Pty) Ltd

• Jane Bursey

• Oaksure Insurance Brokers

• Sapref Pty Ltd

• Zenex Foundation

• Silica Holdings
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• Stucken Group

• Swiss Re Life and Health Africa
(Swiss)

• Cape Wine Auction Trust

• Energy Out Of The Box (Pty) Ltd

• Stichting Global Exploration

• Paul Oosthuizen

• Cape Point Derivatives ( CPD)

• Douglas Jones

• Sphere Holdings (Pty) Ltd

• University of Venda
• Village Walk (Pty) Ltd
• Virtual Market Place (Pty) Ltd
• W and C Gouws Trust
• Webenefit
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THE SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP
FORUM
“I strongly support the idea
of partnering business leaders
and school principals to
help transform our
education system.”
Paul Harris
Co-founder of the Rand Merchant Bank Holdings

The School Leadership Forum (SLF) - formerly known
as Community of Learning Principals (CoLP) - evolved
through a partnership between SSA, the University
of the Western Cape (UWC), the University of
Johannesburg (UJ) and MySchool, with support from the
South African Principals Association. SLF is a programme
that develops school leaders and provides them with
knowledge and practical skills that empower them to
perform their demanding roles.
The programme, now in its fifth year, consists of a series
of 6-weekly talks and panel discussions that offer school
leaders the opportunity to share their challenges and
achievements, to learn from each other, and to receive
input and guidance on education-related matters in a
professional environment. After the sessions school
leaders are often able to immediately implement
practical solutions to challenges they face in their
schools and communities.
Until recently SLF sessions took place only in Cape Town,
so we were very pleased to launch the programme in
Johannesburg during 2016 with the support of UJ. In
Johannesburg the SLF programme is implemented by
SSA in partnership with UWC in Cape Town and UJ in
Johannesburg.
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Attendance at SLF events has grown steadily and we are
able to reach an additional large audience by recording
the sessions and posting them on YouTube.

Our Theory of Change
Our achievements

During 2016-2017, the themes of SLF events in Cape
Town and Johannesburg included:

Our impact

•

How school leaders influence education outcomes

Stories of possibility

•

The language of learning and teaching (LoLT) in
South African schools

PfP’s financial report

•

Managing diversity in the classroom

•

Creating a culture of reading

•

Dealing with the impact of trauma and bullying in
schools

We would like to express our
sincere appreciation to all our SLF
partners for their sponsorship of this
empowering programme.

Our PfP supporters

SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP
FORUM
The PfP Community
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Directors
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THE PfP
COMMUNITY BUILDING
WORKSHOPS
“We changed our approach
regarding invitations after
the Community Building
workshops. We are now
sending SMS’s and letters to
invite parents. The SGB has
adopted a hands-on approach
to improving the condition of
our school… we have already
visited the District and Province
to enquire about progress
regarding building of toilets.”
Collin Shadung
Principal, Mazwe Seconday School, Lephalale

Imagine a room filled with South Africans from all walks
of life, sectors and race groups, all with a desire to learn
how to listen and talk to each other better. This is the
opportunity that our Community-Building workshops
create. These workshops empower school and business
leaders to achieve truly transformed teams by creating a
sense of belonging in their organisations and effectively
establishing communities in which every individual has a
sense of purpose and value.

Feedback from both principals and business leaders
during the last 12 months has been overwhelmingly
positive with participants reporting that they gained
valuable insights that would help them to build lasting
connectedness with colleagues in their schools and
companies.
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The two-day Community Building workshops, which are
attended by other members of the public in addition
to the PfP participants, form a key component of the
PfP leadership development process. Participants learn
and practice the skills needed to engage with their
community, to strengthen and expand collaboration,
and to make a positive contribution to society as a
whole. Through a carefully facilitated process, based on
the work of Peter Block*, leaders learn the skills of active
listening and how to use the power of small groups and
incisive questions to create teams that are inclusive,
engaged, and supportive.

Our PfP supporters
School Leadership Forum

THE PfP
COMMUNITY
BUILDING
WORKSHOPS
Directors

* Peter Block is a highly regarded author, organisational development
consultant and speaker who specialises in creating and
strengthening communities in the workplace and beyond.

Our future
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
On behalf of PfP staff, we
would like to thank our
dedicated Board of Directors
who volunteer their time,
energy, and resources in
support of our work to
improve basic education in
South Africa.
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Abram Thebyane (Chairman)

Melanie Burke (Secretary)

Bruce Thomas (Treasurer)
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Our future
Dr Louise van Rhyn

Dr Solomon Mawela

Oresti Patricios

Irené Raubenheimer
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OUR
FUTURE
“We invite you to join us in
creating new possibilities, new
partnerships, collaborative
and experiential approaches
for leadership development in
a changing environment that
requires a new intelligence.”
Wendy Luhabe
Economic activist and social entrepreneur
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The story of our six years as an organisation is the
story of passion and commitment by a group of active
citizens in education, civil society, and business who
are determined to build a future in which ALL South
African children receive a high-quality education and can
embrace their full potential.

During the forthcoming year we will seek to access
impact funding of at least R10 million to increase our
current growth rate and move towards our ambitious
goal of impacting 2,000 under-resourced schools
by 2025. Failure to achieve this will hamper the
organisation’s aims of supporting more schools.

Our Theory of Change

The efforts by members of the PfP team, our supporters,
and many wonderful volunteers - who have selflessly
contributed thousands of hours of expertise - is clearly
visible in the programme’s remarkable growth from one
school in the Western Cape to nearly 600 schools in six
provinces, six years later. “I am particularly proud of this
growth, since much of it has been funded by a myriad
of individual sponsors” says Wendy. We are confident
that, as soon as a few large-scale funders lend more of
their financial muscle to Symphonia, our impact will be
amplified tremendously.

The past six years are testament to the resourcefulness
of the PfP community and the true power of possibility,
but like any organisation that seeks to grow beyond
its founding phase, we now need to aggressively seek
growth funding in the coming year.

Stories of possibility

Reflecting on the first six years, we recognise the need
to broaden our approach to resource mobilisation if we
are to maintain our momentum and continue to have
significant impact in the basic education sector.

Our achievements
Our impact
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In our quest to scale PfP, we vow to
remain relentless and committed to
our cause, but we also call on local
and national government, and on the
private sector, to support this cause
by channelling their corporate social
investment into a powerful, proven and
scalable programme.

School Leadership Forum
The PfP Community
Building workshops
Directors
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